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Channel5 Flow: 

MGI’s Artificial Intelligence solution is being modernised  
 

Channel 5, the Artificial Intelligence logistics solution developed by MGI, has been modernised to offer the 

Channel 5 Flow service directly integrated into the Ci5 PCS (Port Community System). From Tuesday 27 

September, Ci5 users will have seen a new “Risks” tab in the application’s “Manifest” sub-menu. With the 

Channel5 Flow service, MGI gives users the ability to receive notifications directly in Ci5 if any goods require 

special processing or if the Manifest files may contain wrong information. This truly predictive tool increases 

visibility, optimises productivity and ultimately contributes to the attractiveness of the port of Marseille.  

 

Channel 5 won the Port of the Future Trophy for the best innovation in the logistics category, as well as the 

Jury’s Choice Award at the Med/INNOVANT competition in 2017. Developed in collaboration with List, the 

CEA Tech institute for smart digital systems, the solution’s three services (Channel5 Flow, Channel5 XPECT, 

Channel5 Daily) will ultimately provide logistics operators with a real-time overview of the fluidity of port 

operations and terminal access, along with forecasts of expected cargo flows at import and export shipping 

terminals. Thanks to their Artificial Intelligence engine, the three Channel 5 services also detect problems 

that could impact goods transit and instantly propose alternative solutions to the professionals affected. 

 

“Channel5 contributes to the digital transformation of port entities by using Big Data and artificial 
intelligence,” says Christophe Reynaud, Innovation Manager at MGI.  “By identifying the volumes and various 
risks associated with port activity in advance, Channel5 provides better visibility. With improved knowledge 

of volumes, priorities and obstacles to overcome, operators can allocate resources and organise their work 

more efficiently. Channel5 thereby enhances supply chain productivity, agility and robustness.”  

 

For more information about our Channel5 solution and its various services, please contact us at: 

sales@gyptis.fr  

 
 

ABOUT MGI 

As a recognised expert in Port Community Systems (PCS), we innovate to streamline and speed up cargo data 

exchanges between all private and public stakeholders. Our vision to “Connect supply chains using a smart information 

system offering smooth door-to-door goods transit and tracking” has guided the development of the Port Community 
System. 

We are ISO 27001 (Information Security Management) certified, and support ports of the future and logistics 

providers in becoming more competitive by implementing our solutions. 
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